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commercial manual roller shades
Available with advanced motorized systems and reliable manual chain and crankdriven lifting
hardware not to mention a comprehensive range of fabric constructions and colors our commercial
roller shades meet and exceed a wide variety of commercial requirements. Evaluate Fabrics. The
oilimpregnated clutch sprocket allows for quiet raising and lowering that is smooth and effortless.
This super powered system is able to lift larger, heavier commercial grade solar shades while still
providing the same consistent user experience as the original. MultiBand Commercial Window
Shade Solutions. The updated version allows for multibanded commercial shades, including 5 bands,
up to 360 inches wide depending on fabric weight and single shades up to 180 inches wide, helping
to eliminate light leaks. Single or dual roller shade bracket options are available. Our patented
clutch raises and lowers the roller shades for an improved user experience, even smoother and
quieter than before. Its ability to work with large industrial roller shades and multibanding without
motorization saves time and money, plus makes installation fast and easy. The reduced pull force
makes it ideal in healthcare or senior living environments where users may have physical limitations
with manual window shades.The best work with Mecho. Remember too, that pull weight changes at
different points of raising and lowering a shade. That said, there are many cases where a chain
holddown can be installed at an angle such as in deep windows. What else And, the patented
algorithm on how we combine these components and set up the shade during manufacturing is
different also. Dont just take our word for it. Click here for updates on our business status, shipping,
and delivery. Its use is restricted to individuals and organizations with a Draper account number.
Register now!Send a message to. With a lightweight design, these commercial roller shades are
ideal for large rooms dealing with a lot of solar
exposure.http://esotw.com/userfiles/carrier-command-manual.xml
commercial manual roller shades, commercial manual roller shades home depot,
commercial manual roller shades 2, commercial manual roller shades 2017,
commercial manual roller shades replacement, commercial roller shades manual lift.
Our solar roller shades let you stay on budget and save money for your clients. It’s winwin, rain or
shine. They’re the ideal industrial roller shades for commercial use. Manual Solar Shades provide all
the energysaving benefits of motorized shades but not at the same price point. SWFcontract
commercial roller shades make that happen. Our comprehensive solar shade line means you’ll get
access to the widest ranges of sizes, colors, and more to please your clients and get your project
completed on time. Our expert team can help you take a project from design and specs to the finish
line, helping you make sure that all your window coverings match up with your designs.
SWFcontract’s experts will help you get the right ones. We’ve been helping customers complete
their commercial window covering projects for 75 years. We’ll talk you through all your options. Well
make it easy for you cut through the noise and get to the critical information to complete the job and
get on to the next quickly. Quickly get to the information that matters most to you and your
customers. See programs, products and systems that can help you differentiate your homes,
maximize your profitability and keep you in a leading position. View photos, videos and howtos to
help you with your next home project. Find the information and tools you need to support your
project, including BIM Models, design tools, product specs and more. Manual and motorized shades
blend perfectly together. Well make it easy for you cut through the noise and get to the critical
information to complete the job and get on to the next quickly. Quickly get to the information that
matters most to you and your customers. See programs, products and systems that can help you

differentiate your homes, maximize your profitability and keep you in a leading position. View
photos, videos and howtos to help you with your next home
project.http://giyimkentdestek.com/userfiles/carrier-crusader-manual.xml
Find the information and tools you need to support your project, including BIM Models, design tools,
product specs and more. An elegant design available in a beautiful array of fabrics, striking the
perfect balance of natural and electric light. Allowing you to tame the sun or program your shades to
follow the day. Put your space in its most beautiful light.Pair with lighting controls from Legrand for
total control of natural and artificial light in your space. Occupants can control glare while accessing
daylight and outdoor views. Get started by ordering free samples. For sales professionals, fabric
books showcasing our complete fabric offering are available. Our custom solutions are a perfect fit
for any building or market, ranging from hospitality to healthcare. Studies have shown students in
daylit classrooms progress faster than those in nondaylit classrooms. Shade position and lighting
levels are set to provide optimal comfort levels and convenience for patience and staff. Our team is
ready to help.Our suite of products help to maximize efficiency in commercial spaces. Explore a
sampling of our projects from a variety of markets and locations. Our business has grown as a result
of our superior reputation among the finest designers, architects and contractors in the building
industry. Our philosophy can be summed up in these words impeccable quality, unparalleled
customer service and meticulous attention to detail. Pompano Beach, FL 33069. Find inspiration
through rich visualizations of Lutron design. Find Inspiration Idea Gallery for your Home Idea
Gallery for your Business The Lutron Experience Center Visualize Light Control Whole Home Tour
The Lutron Experience Center View elegant scenes of light control created with Lutron.Easily
monitor, control and optimize a Lutron control system from any tablet, PC or smartphone. Not sure
who to call, or how to find something.
Specification Guides The Specification Guides provide detailed product information to help you
specify the right Lutron solution for your project. Learn more New Lutron Support Center Product
specific FAQs Product specific troubleshooting Help finding the correct product Popular tools and
resources Request color samples. In this section, find industry primers, online tools, training
seminars, exhibits, and more. Energy Efficiency LED Center of Excellence Which bulb is right for
me. Looking for best practices for selling or specifying. LCI offers online training and inperson
workshops for industry professionals.Designed for homeowners and industry professionals. See what
made Lutron the industry leader it is today, and the innovations we are tirelessly developing for
tomorrows light control.Order sustainable fabric samples for free.Lutron has been creating shading
solutions for more than 20 years. Infact, shades by Lutron are in the most recognized commercial
buildings around the world, including 6 of the 10 tallest buildings worldwide.This innovative,
commerciallyfocused tool gives architects and designers the ability to optimize the design of their
shading system based on building performance and aesthetic preference. Reduce glare, maximize
daylight, preserve view, and enhance your design at www.performanceshadingadvisor.com. Save
projects and store fabrics Order fabric samples Generate customized reports CSI specs Detailed
project performance summary Files for daylight simulation BSDF Health Product Declarations HPDs
Download product drawings and documentation. Find inspiration through rich visualizations of
Lutron design. Find Inspiration Idea Gallery for your Home Idea Gallery for your Business The
Lutron Experience Center Visualize Light Control Whole Home Tour The Lutron Experience Center
View elegant scenes of light control created with Lutron.Easily monitor, control and optimize a
Lutron control system from any tablet, PC or smartphone.
http://eco-region31.ru/bosch-range-manual
Not sure who to call, or how to find something. Specification Guides The Specification Guides
provide detailed product information to help you specify the right Lutron solution for your project.
Learn more New Lutron Support Center Product specific FAQs Product specific troubleshooting

Help finding the correct product Popular tools and resources Request color samples. In this section,
find industry primers, online tools, training seminars, exhibits, and more. Energy Efficiency LED
Center of Excellence Which bulb is right for me. Looking for best practices for selling or specifying.
LCI offers online training and inperson workshops for industry professionals.Designed for
homeowners and industry professionals. See what made Lutron the industry leader it is today, and
the innovations we are tirelessly developing for tomorrows light control.While manual shades do
require that occupants take an active role in managing daylight and glare, they can economically
and effectively control daylight and preserve views. Available as a standalone solution, or as part of
a fully automated system with Lutron Hyperion solaradaptive technology QS wired shades only,
Lutron motorized shades deliver superior daylighting performance. This dynamic solution can
reduce excess glare and heat gain while maximizing daylight and views for building occupants, and
enhancing space aesthetics. One solar screen shade to manage glare, heat, and UV, and one
Blackout Shade to provide room darkening. Dual Shades are the perfect solution for Insolroll Side
Tracks and Sill Channels solve this problem. For rooms in which workers or students must take
notes or follow along with printed materials, Side Tracks and Sill Channels are not recommended.
Soft brush edges block any light that creeps in for the most effective light blocking. An Access Flap
and Hanger allows easy access to the rollers when necessary. Name This field is for validation
purposes and should be left unchanged.
http://coconutgroverestaurantnevis.com/images/business-objects-manual-usuario.pdf
Insolroll manufactures commercial interior shades that offer the performance needed by
professional buildings, including offices, health care, schools, universities, hotels, restaurants, retail
locations and more. They reduce cooling costs and the need for artificial lighting, maximizing
daylighting and allowing a connection to the outside world. Media viewing spaces, such as
conference rooms, classrooms and ballrooms can create an ondemand environment suitable for
movies, slide shows, training videos, etc., and they can be retracted to allow views to the outside the
rest of the time. When privacy is needed, blackout shades completely block viewthrough, which is
perfect for patient and exam rooms, glass walls between commercial spaces, retail spaces
afterhours, and drive through windows that are closed. Optional side track and sill channel
hardware minimize light leakage in spaces where almost total darkness is desired. Commercial
decorative sheer and blackout roller shades are increasingly popular in hotels, providing textures
and elegance in contemporary design schemes. Commercial decorative translucent shades can
provide light filtering in areas where sun control is needed but it is preferred that the view be
concealed. Two shades in a single head space offer two opacities. Popular combinations include
solar and blackout shades for office spaces, and sheer and blackout shades for hotels and the
hospitality industry. Shades can provide messaging where signage rules are restrictive, featuring
logos, product and lifestyle photography, artwork, custom patterns and colors, and anything a
business can dream up. Create ambience in a restaurant, add your logo to your front window, print a
map of the company’s territory in a meeting room, alert customers that a drivethrough window is
closed—the possibilities are endless. Shading employee break areas or preventing insects from
bothering outdoor diners helps to create the lifestyles of today.
http://cocoonproperty.com/images/business-operating-manual-template.pdf
The needs of commercial clients do vary slightly, though. Storefronts and restaurants, for example,
want optimum light control so their customers have a pleasant experience and are able to view
products with good, natural light. Office buildings need window shades that will ensure a
comfortable and productive working environment and offer exceptional energy efficiency to control
heating and cooling costs. All commercial clients want dependability and durability so their window
treatments can withstand years of continual use. With a heavy duty clutch system, the RB 500 roller
shades are perfect for large commercial spaces. Offering style, versatility and durability, RB 500

roller shades can be installed in large windows, skylights, and angular windows. Features of RB 500
roller shades include Motorized solutions for larger shades are also available. Features of Whisper
Motors include More more details about projects and products please visit the Hunter Douglas
official website. Stop by our new Hunter Douglas Gallery location to see over 70 functional window
covering displays, including the latest in motorization systems. The professional designers at Ross
Howard are committed to bringing you the latest styles, current trends, and innovative technologies.
When you stop by our showroom make sure you ask us for a free design book. Click Play button to
begin! Ross Howard Designs will be matching Kendra Scotts donation. Look forward to seeing you
November 14th. Ross Howard Designs 14999 Preston Rd Suite A460 Dallas, Tx 75254 Thursday,
November 14th 400pm700pm. Please update your browser to continually improve your experience
of our site. Microsoft encourages customers to upgrade and stay uptodate on the latest browser for a
faster, more secure browsing experience.This type of shade is our most versatile product as it offers
the widest range of options. Go ahead and choose the best alternative for your buildings’ window
coverings.
These shades will meet all your specific needs while also being simple and easy use, no matter what
the degree of intimacy needed. Respect for your privacy is important to us. If you are not
comfortable with the use of this information, please review your settings before continuing your
visit. Learn more. Don’t worry! Contact us and we’ll see if we can accommodate you. Send us an
Email During the past half century, window fashions have dramatically evolved as homes and
lifestyles have changed. As a custom window treatment store, The Yardstick has expanded its ability
to handle the sophistication that Silicon Valley homes demand. From rectangular windows, to
trapezoidal, from topdown to bottomup shades, small punched window sizeto monumental 40 foot
wide; MechoSystems is in the forefront of energy efficient solar shading design. Automated shades
contribute to LEED.MechoSystems offers an integrated system of visually transparent and room
darkening roller screens that provide optimum solar protection with the functionality and design
esthetics architects and designers worldwide desire. MechoSystems has offices and manufacturing
facilities in Long Island City, NY, Edison, NJ, Phoenix, AZ, and in the UK, with sales, distribution,
and installation throughout the United States, Canada, Asia, Europe, and the Middle East.Mecho has
the solution that architects, and designers specify to get the job done right. From protecting art to
highlighting architectural elements to improving occupant performance, Mecho will configure
solutions that will meet your needs. Our engineers, designers, and product specialists eagerly wait
for your next design. We dare you to imagine it. We cant wait to create it!
FEATURES Reduction of heat gain and glare, which transmit through skylights Offers a flat or
softfolded alternative to fully drawn shades Available for rectangular, triangular equilateral, or
trapezoidal shapes with accommodations for a wide range of shapes This patented shade lift system
is our flagship product that allows our manual window shades to provide superior quality and
performance in all types of commercial buildings including healthcare, corporate, education, and
hospitality projects.BottomUp Shades operate utilize an additional bottom roller tube and are
controlled using the same way our standard Mecho Shades are. FEATURES Similar operation to
other Mecho shades, but employs a roller tube at the bottom of the shade A necessary solution for
privacy requirements on the lower floors of buildings, fitting especially well for ground floor
windows Side guidewires map shades of all shapes and sizes FEATURES DoubleShades compact size
allows two shades to fit in a smaller room projection than two individually installed shades on the
same window DoubleShades are available in Mecho 5, Urbanshade or motorized solutions Faster,
easier, more economical installation of two shades per window Mounting brackets require less
measuring and are prespaced to ensure proper alignment of both shades in relation to each other
Sturdy guide wires and technically advanced automation features allow the shades to be mapped to
unusual angles.

FEATURES Side guidewires with a roller tube map the shade movement and ensure it follows any
slope precisely Smooth operation for either a flat or a softfold shade cloth Reliable privacy and
daylighting control These static shades can be used as an accent piece, adding to the identity and
depth of your space FEATURES Provide the same protection and light control as traditional roller
shades in circumstances unable to accommodate a traditional solution Custom fit to almost any
shadecloth type and window geometry Options to mount on a window frame, ceiling, or wall
Freeform Fixed Shades can be trimmed to the size and shape of a window and mounted with Velcro
Custom inkjet images can be reproduced right on the shadecloth and fixed to windows Its smaller
size allows it to fit in tighter spaces subject to maximum rollup diameters and is available in
Standard, Pocket, Extended and Doubleshade models with a 40mm tubular motor RTS not
available.No other motors in the industry offer this level of safety and reliability assurance. Mechos
controls integrate with a variety of automation sensors in order to enhance comfort, convenience
and energy efficiency that supports daylighting, energy conservation and GreenBuilding design.All
switch variations meet local and national building codes for indoor usage and have been certified to
UL and CSA recognized component standards. Remote Controls are available as one, two, three or
four motor controllers. Dual direction 24hour digital timer for carefree automatic control of
ElectroShades. Solar Activated Controllers SACs with sensors that continually monitor solar
brightness, enabling the control unit to extend or retract the shade. Digital keypad to prevent
unwarranted operation of shades Key Switches with either light or heavyduty designs, white or ivory
cover plates and maintained or momentary switches. The brackets require less measuring and are
prespaced to ensure proper alignment of both shades in relation to each other.
The system consists of two synchronized tubular motors and aspecial electronic control unit to
maintain the tautness of the shade band. The electronic unitcontrols each motor to minimize fabric
sag while the fabric is moving or stationary. This system creates ataught shade for a firm, solid
appearance. Each tube has its own motor, drive cable, and fixed pleat at the head rail. This system
incorporates a separate set of spacer cables to keep pleats properly spaced while a guide cable
keeps the shade tracking straight. The cable takeup tube raises the shade by lifting the drive cables
attached to the hem bar at the bottom of the shade.Each has its own motor and drive cable and a
fixed pleat at the head rail. A separate set of spacer cables keep the pleats properly spaced, while a
guide cable keeps the shade tracking straight. When shades exceed this ratio, guide cables keep the
shade tracking correctly, help prevent damage, and support a shade when there is no space to
accommodate a Guide Track. It features a soft texture in a broad range of colors, is ideal for office
interiors, and complements todays minimalist architecture. EuroTwill Collection This series features
a sophisticated interwoven pattern of yarns in a reversible broken twill weave design. It is composed
of fine polyester yarns with a PVC coating. The series features also contribute toward a healing
environment by helping healthcare patients take advantage of therapeutic natural light and views to
the outside while offering privacy at night. Our printed shade solution allows you to add
photography, logos, artwork or messaging to our solar or blackout shadecloths. You design it, we
will print it.
SOLAR PROTECTION WITH A VIEW Completely custom solutions to your design, without the wait
for custom fabric Printed on fabric maintains all certifications of the nonprinted fabrics Fullcolor
printing on many of our shadecloth selections with both manual and motor operation options
Appearance of large semitransparent poster from the outside with natural daylight penetration
Offers protection from solar glare without losing view to the outside or design SnapLoc allows for
shadecloth bands that can be changed on a regular basis. Ideal for retail and education facilites This
adaptive shading system ensures your space is fully protected from heat gain no matter the size of
its windows. FEATURES Shading options that accommodate windows up to 50 ft. 15m wide and 40
ft. 12m tall Pair with powerful ElectroShade motors for easy operation Stabilizing battens assure
flatness and offset mounting for maximum coverage while maintaining a clean look Its 13 floors and

336 licensed beds will serve womens health needs through all stages of their lives. EVBs under
automated control reduce the workload of the buildings HVAC system by helping to alleviate
solarheat gain. Please use this form. Granite State Specialties GSS is New Englands leader in
construction specialties with over 30 years supplying and installing CS products. With decades of
experience working with construction specialties, weve established invaluable relationships with
some of the top manufacturers in the industry today. Because of these relationships, were able to
offer the newest, cuttingedge window treatments at highly competitive prices, while also offering a
full installation service to get your project through to the end. GSS performs all takeoffs in house
and works with all top vendors to provide quick and competitive pricing. Our knowledgeable project
managers have years of experience in the industry and will manage the project from site readiness
through installation.
The following is a list of the different types of window treatments we offer. Our OSHA trained
installers are ready to help with your next window treatment installation. Not only does this allow us
to offer you highly competitive prices, but when paired with our exceptional, OSHA trained
isntallation team, you cant go wrong. With a proven track record of success throughout New
Hampshire, Boston, and the rest of New England, we have the experience and knowhow to get your
next job done safe, and in a timely manner. New York, NY 10023 Here, we designed elegant
ripplefold sheer drapery in the residential lobby. This drapery solution features fabric from Robert
Giffigon on a center open drapery track from Kirsch.For this location, our team installed manual
clutch white 3% Solar shades in a 3000 Net Acmeda fabric.A neutral linen color was chosen to
match the style and decor.New York, NY 10022 Project Description In the workplace, having the
perfect lighting is imperative not only for aesthetics, but for work productivity as well.At this trendy
hotel, we designed a window treatment solution for their Mediterranean restaurant, Anis
Modern.Project description This elegant project at an East Side Gallery features natural Leather
Tabtops with a luxurious Navy Velvet fabric on curved brass rods.We have used different sheer
fabrics as stationary ripple folds panels to give a soft touch to the rooms without blocking the
amazing views. Main Lobby Beautiful sheer fabric in a Ripplefold style installed on manual Kirsch
tracks. Playroom Lush blue velvet fabric in a Ripplefold style installed on manual Kirsch tracks with
custom matching upholstered Banquettes.All shades controlled with Rollease manual clutches. I
worked with Kim, who was really knowledgeable about all the choices there were for the windows,
and about interior design generally. The installers were skilled and the prices reasonable I am so
happy with how everything looks and that I walked into their store!
The quote to replace six shades in my apartment was very fair and they did a wonderful job. They
came on time and cleaned up the work space beautifully. I would highly recommend this company. It
was an absolute no brainer! Words are inadequate to describe the excellent service we received.
Yaniv provided attractive and useful design suggestions. The installers were efficient, polite, and
clean. The followup was prompt and responsive. Yaniv was extremely professional and helpful
throughout the entire process from the measuring to scheduling the installation. The shades look
amazing. Incredible customer service and products. 5 stars for NY window fashion!!!I wanted
blackout shades in bedrooms and motorized 95% shade in living room. I compared 3 shade
installers. NYWF came out with the best price for exactly same materials, installation, and service. I
was very thorough in my comparison. Moreover, the installers left the house spotless. That was a
first in my NY experience! They said they got the just of what I needed so we scheduled an
appointment for them to come by and show me the design as well as see what they were working
with. They ended up doing an amazing job. The new custom shades look amazing. Many companies
use them to separate spaces and to hide work areas. Window coverings in Utah often have to serve
double duty. Keeping the cold out in the winter and the heat out in the summer. Depending on the
type of material you choose, roller shades can look natural and organic or bold and contemporary.
Some styles even allow you to print your own graphic or logo onto the shade. And their simple and

robust design makes them an ideal choice for buildings with very tall and large windows. Motorized
roller shades are perfect for when you have to darken a room quickly for a presentation or when you
have tall windows that are not easily accessible. They are available in everything from metal, faux
wood, wood and vinyl—and come in a huge variety of colors and finishes.
The vertical blinds also have a dramatic look that helps make a room feel roomier and taller. They do
an excellent job at blocking out light while still allowing the air to circulate. They come in a wide
variety of choices and are made from materials like fabric, faux wood, wood, vinyl, and aluminum.
Designed to let natural light through while keeping out the heat and glare, solar shades can save you
a lot of money in cooling costs. They can be cut to size for windows with unusual shapes and can be
installed vertically or horizontally. Because there are no cord holes or slits, they also provide a lot of
privacy. But they are most noted for their ability to trap air between the combs—making them great
sound and thermal insulators. If you are looking to block out street noise or to improve energy
efficiency, these are a great choice. We represent top manufacturers who provide quality design and
products. All rights reserved. Website design by Sakka Studio. The daylighting strategy for a green
building is made easy with custom shading which can both provide glare control shading and let in
natural light. Draper window shades are manufactured in an environmentallyconscious way and
feature PVCfree shade fabrics, recyclable materials, and lean manufacturing processes. The NEXD
ClutchOperated FlexShade features a heavyduty clutch built for durability that provides easeofuse
and low maintenance for commercial, healthcare, institutional, or educational settings. These shades
provide ease of use, longevity, and low maintenance for commercial, healthcare, and educational
facilities. It includes universal mounting brackets and a springloaded idler end providing ease of
installation. Techmatic Roller Shade A manuallyoperated window shade, the Techmatic Roller Shade
features a lightduty clutch that never needs adjusting. This shade provides an affordable option for
smaller window applications. This traditional window shade operation uses metal rollers and
heavyduty springs.
http://superbia.lgbt/flotaganis/1649305078

